TRANSFORMING DIGITAL
FORENSICS ANALYSIS

UFED ANALYTICS DESKTOP
Purpose-Built, Single-User Digital Forensic Analytics
When a crime occurs, the race to generate leads, identify suspects and make arrests
begins. Relying on the manual review of digital data increases the chance of leaving
valuable evidence behind – such as missing the key incriminating photo because you
were unable to review all 50,000 images related to the case. Forensic practitioners
need purpose-built analytics tools to quickly view, sort, analyze and cross reference
large sets of mobile, private cloud and Telco data; to provide the context that
investigators need to work cases faster and keep communities safer.
UFED Analytics Desktop serves as a virtual partner, saving precious time in the investigative
process. Designed as a standalone desktop application, it simplifies and automates analytical
tasks, allowing users to easily identify the critical relationships that can focus investigations. By
immediately linking and unifying multiple disparate data sources, UFED Analytics Desktop helps
generate leads and uncover actionable insights from existing call logs, application data, text
messages, locations, private cloud sources, images, videos and more. This powerful, cost-effective
forensics tool allows digital data to be viewed from multiple angles and isolate key details for easy
analysis and reporting to case stakeholders.

ELIMINATE MANUAL ANALYTICAL TASKS

Automating manual, time-intensive analytical
processes speeds investigations and reduces
operating costs. UFED Analytics Desktop is
optimized to improve data search and filtering
performance while managing data from an
active case. No more painstaking review of
large, cumbersome PDF reports.
This indispensable crime fighting tool can
handle up to 100 logical, file system, physical
extractions and external service provider
records per case. For the users who currently
utilize UFED Physical Analyzer, UFED Analytics
Desktop provides a comprehensive case-level,
robust analysis tool.

SAVE TIME WITH ADVANCED IMAGE ANALYTICS
Without analytics, data is just data. And
because we understand the structure of
mobile digital data and extract more of it
from the widest variety of devices, our UFED
Analytics Desktop platform delivers the
deepest, most accurate insights possible. It
eliminates the need to review images one
by one to identify specific subjects, reducing
cycle times while maximizing investigative
resources. Advanced image analytics
automatically categorize images in the case
based on pre-defined categories – weapons,
nudity, documents, etc. – to quickly identify
patterns and other connections.

UFED ANALYTICS DESKTOP KEY FEATURES
TEXT ANALYTICS
Applies natural language
processing to any textual artifact
uploaded in the system and tags
events related to specific topics
of interest.

IMAGE ANALYTICS
Identifies black-listed image
matches by comparing
digital image signatures,
automatically applying advanced
categorization and face
recognition methods.

ANALYZE MULTIPLE

EXTRACTIONS PER CASE

VISUALIZATION OF
MUTUAL CONNECTIONS

Reveal and visualize connections
for multiple extractions from
mobile devices (logical, file
system and physical extractions)
and external data sources
per case.

View common connections based
on communications and locations;
narrow data using advanced
filters and search; tag data based
on specific needs; highlight caserelated data using watch lists.

CLOUD DATA INTEGRATION

TIMELINE AND MAP ANALYTICS

Automatically ingest and merge
cloud data from UFED Cloud
Analyzer tied to a specific person.


Organize data in a timeline or
map-based view to visualize
mutual locations, communication
flow and patterns among
multiple subjects.

UNCOVER DEEPER DATA INSIGHTS

Finding the common thread that ties pieces
of data together and identifies connections
between people, places and things can mean
the difference between solving cases and
not. Text Analytics apply natural language
processing to any textual artifact to parse
chats, messages and any other text fields in
a case. Text categories can be highlighted
by color and additional filters can then be
applied, such as locations, persons, credit card
numbers, languages, URLs, symbols, etc. The
ability to easily tag relevant data allows for
additional refinement and analysis.

REVEAL AND VISUALIZE COMMON CONNECTIONS
Investigators have intimate knowledge of the
cases they work. Every nuance and detail. They
often know what they are looking for, but can’t
easily find it. Advanced, dynamic visualizations
not only allow them to see common connections
and the frequency of their communications,
to merge data about the same person from
multiple devices or data sources and to filter
data based on multiple parameters relevant to
the case – but also apply key findings in real time.
UFED Analytics Desktop makes it simpler than
ever to act on complex, disparate digital data
from the widest array of mobile device, operator
or private cloud data using UFED Cloud Analyzer.

TECHNICAL AND
OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
UFED ANALYTICS DESKTOP
Architecture
Operating System

Recommended: Core i7 CPU | Minimum: Core i5 CPU
Windows-based desktop

Performance Requirements

Recommended: 16+ GB RAM | Minimum: 8 GB RAM

Graphics Processing Unit

NVIDIA GPU with 2 GB of memory for image analytics

Users / Cases
Digital Artifacts

Single
Multiple digital artifact sources (phone extraction,
Telco data records and Cloud Analyzer extraction data per case)

A VIRTUAL PARTNER

No matter your role, powerful, advanced analytics help you harness the power of digital data to
deliver deeper, more accurate insights and instantly actionable intelligence.

KEY USERS
EXAMINER

INVESTIGATOR

ANALYST

PROSECUTOR

LEAVE NO DIGITAL STONE UNTURNED
In order to reduce case cycle times, investigators and analysts need
simple, intuitive tools that help them see the big picture and all the
critical connections that define it. UFED Analytics Desktop allows an
authorized investigator to rapidly explore various investigative paths or
theories by opening multiple views of links and maps in one session,
on multiple screens and narrow the data based on different case
related values, if needed. It also helps them focus on specific data
types related to all or specific suspects or victims and automatically
generate timelines that contain a person’s activities.
UFED Analytics Desktop optimizes and extends your existing mobile
forensic investments. It also serves as an essential building block to
creating an end-to-end unified investigative platform from a partner
you can trust.
To find out how forensic specialists and investigators can benefit from
Cellebrite purpose-built, UFED analytics solutions, contact your sales
representative or visit www.cellebrite.com/Mobile-Forensics.
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